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RANECOM
LIFTING SPECIALISTS

Crane Com is an innovative, forward-thinking crane company providing turnkey lifting solutions. We strive to be the best and 
most reliable lifting and project solutions service provider, operating in niche markets throughout Africa.

Our business is built on providing solutions to our clients that ensure projects are executed safely, professionally and cost 
effectively, which translates into being the best for customers, employees and shareholders.

We provide specialised crane equipment and rigging teams to companies involved in infrastructure development, mining and 
civil projects, as well as OEM companies. 

Our project based crane hire and lifting solutions teams provide equipment and expertise for the installation of over-sized 
equipment in sectors ranging from power, rail, water, mining, petrochemical, refinery and gas. We also have a dedicated 
yellow metal equipment division providing turnkey solutions for the offloading, transport and assembly of large yellow metal 
equipment.  

Equipment owned and operated by Crane Com includes Mobile cranes (20 ton to 500 ton), hydraulic cranes, crane trucks, 
crawler cranes, as well as jacking and sliding equipment (please see our plant list). In short, Crane Com offers a fully 
integrated transport and lifting solution to clients from planning to execution.

Our highly qualified riggers, engineers and mechanical staff undergo rigorous induction and practical hands on training, 
covering all the technical and operational aspects of relevant equipment and procedures. This ensures our teams are fully 
certified and suitably qualified for any job. Crane Com is fully committed to the quality assurance and safety of all our 
projects, as well as nurturing and training our staff. We are a level 3 BEE contributor; the development of our staff is an 
important focus of our business.

Crane Com specialize in projects both in South Africa and many African countries, including most SADAC countries. 

Crane Com provides integrated lifting and rigging services backed by decades of experience, state-of-the–art equipment and 
committed and dedicated staff.

Crane Com - Company  Profile

   Planning
Our qualified engineers and 
riggers ensure each project is 
understood and surveyed. This 
ensures the correct equipment is 
deployed and the job is completed 
cost effectively and timeously. 

   Execute
Time is money and we ensure our 
clients do not lose production or 
down time. Each project is 
executed to the professional 
standards we have become 
recognised for.

   Manage
We provide regular updates and 
progress reports to our custom-
ers with hands-on supervision 
throughout the project.
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